ABSTRACT. Over recent decades, the Arctic Ocean (AO) has experienced profound climate changes. To study these climate changes, several regional observational programs have been started. Because of complicated logistics and remoteness, in situ observations in the AO are extremely expensive. Therefore, an efficient ocean observational system in the AO is critical to understand environmental changes in the Arctic. Observing System Simulation Experiments (OSSEs) and Adjoint Sensitivity Analysis (ASA) are powerful tools that could be used in the optimization of existing and incoming observational programs in the AO. These optimal planning tools recommended by the Study of Environmental Arctic Change (SEARCH) implementation plan, and widely used in atmospheric research, are still rarely implemented in physical and biological oceanography. We provide several examples of how the OSSE and ASA can be used to optimize the locations of high frequency radars and biological tracer surveys and leveraged toward creating an inexpensive drifter observational program capable of providing sufficient information to reconstruct the circulation in the northern Bering, Chukchi, and southern Beaufort Seas.
INTRODUCTION
With the diminishing of sea ice during the past decades, we have been observing significant changes in the hydrophysical conditions in the Arctic Ocean. An incomplete list of observed changes includes: (1) the intensification of warm Pacific Water inflow through the Bering Strait, which causes changes to the freshwater balance in the Strait and the Eurasian Basin (Woodgate et al., 2012) ; (2) an enhanced Arctic Ocean Oscillation index "due to a cyclonic (anti-clockwise) shift in the ocean pathway of Eurasian runoff forced by strengthening of the west-to-east Northern Hemisphere atmospheric circulation" (Morison et al., 2012:66) ; (3) amplification of the regional significant wave height by 35% (Francis et al., 2011) ; (4) development of a new role for sea waves to further diminish Arctic sea ice (Simmonds and Rudeva, 2012) ; and (5) enhanced vertical mixing (Qiao et al., 2004) . There is also a significant increase of human activity in the Arctic Ocean, which includes trans-Arctic transportation and shipping, mineral extraction, and oil and gas exploration in the Arctic shelf. The increased shipping activity inevitably increases the probability of accidents and technological disasters, such as sinking ships, oil spills, and contamination of the ocean from transiting ships onto coastal infrastructure. Therefore, there is a strong need to organize an efficient observational network (ON) in order to control undesirable events and minimize their impact on the local fragile ecosystem, in case of an event.
An efficient ON would allow for a reliable estimation of the observed changes; explain the most important factors responsible for the observed changes; forecast future changes to the Arctic Ocean's hydrophysical, hydrochemical, and ecological states; and aid in the response to undesirable events. The latter is usually suggestive of an option that involves the operational hindcast or forecast of the circulation for a region with intense human activity.
The need for better understanding of physical and ecosystem processes has resulted in several observational initiatives such as the Nansen and Amundsen Basins Observational System (NABOS), the Beaufort Gyre Exploration Project (BGEP), the East Siberian Shelf Study (ESSS), and the Distributed Biological Observatory (DBO). Recently, the North Pacific Research Board (NPRB) initialized the Arctic Integrated Ecosystem Research Program (AIERP), which is a continuation of other similar studies in the northern Bering Sea. Oil exploration activity on the Alaskan Shelf resulted in the deployment of high frequency radar (HFR) systems along the northern Alaskan coast. There are several other smaller-scale observational activities in the Pacific Sector of the Arctic Ocean conducted by the international research community from Russia, Japan, China, and Korea, which are organized into the Pacific Arctic Group (PAG).
The essential elements of modern observations in the Arctic Ocean include velocity observations from moorings and coastal HFRs and hydrographical observations from ships. Currently, there are a significant number of moorings deployed in the Pacific side of the Arctic Ocean in the frame of a multinational effort. However, such observational plans are usually based on a qualitative understanding of the investigated processes, scientific intuition or both, which may be at least sub-optimal or subjective.
While conductivity/temperature/depth (CTD), biological, and hydrochemical observations are usually available immediately, observations from moorings are available only 1 -2 years after deployment, which creates a significant delay in the analysis of these hydrophysical, biological, and hydrochemical observations. Also, velocity observations from moorings cannot provide the information needed for an operational hindcast or forecast of the regional circulation. In regions with intensive circulation (e.g., Bering Strait, Herald and Barrow Canyons), the advection of the biological and hydrochemical tracers should be taken into account when obtaining a more accurate interpretation and analysis of collected observations (Panteleev et al., 2004 (Panteleev et al., , 2015 .
Therefore, an ideal ON plan should be guided by an objective strategy that optimizes the expense of monitoring coastal circulation in the context of existing activity and existing needs. The prerequisite for developing such a strategy is the ability to answer the following questions:
• How many observations do we need in order to obtain Indeed, these questions typically arise during the planning of any field experiment. For example, this planning may include how to derive more accurate estimates of the Atlantic Water transport along the continental slope (NABOS, 2016) or the accumulation of freshwater in the Beaufort Sea (BGEP, 2016) using a limited number of moorings under the condition that there are additional observations from ice-tethered profilers (WHOI, 2017) or J-CAD profiles (JAMSTEC, 2017) . It is possible to provide an unlimited number of similar questions relating to the optimization of the observations. Thus, given the high expense of observational instrumentation and deployment logistics in the Arctic region, the first step in an ON (or any other field experiment) development should be the preliminary analysis and optimization of current observations and future observational plans. For example, when located in appropriate sites along the Alaskan coastline, HFRs can be effectively used to support local marine transportation and offshore operations and thereby provide benefit to local communities and businesses. Simultaneously, these data can contribute to numerous scientific projects of climatological importance, such as the monitoring of the Bering Strait transport and the Alaska coastal currents.
Tools for the objective planning of observation systems are well known and include Observing System Simulation Experiments (OSSEs) and the Adjoint Sensitivity Analysis (ASA). They are widely applied for analysis and the planning of observational networks in operational meteorology, where the corresponding volume of observations is critical for accurate weather forecasting (Lahoz et al., 2005; Errico et al., 2013; Timmermans et al., 2015) . Over the past decades, there have also been persistent efforts to introduce a similar approach for ocean observational programs (Bennet, 1985; Barth and Wunsch, 1990; Barth, 1992; Beckers and Rixen, 2003; Panteleev et al., 2004) . Despite these attempts, optimal planning of oceanographic surveys, programs, and longterm monitoring are still rare and usually do not include quantitative estimates of the efficiency of the proposed observational plans.
In this paper, we describe the basic ideas behind the ASA and OSSE techniques, and show how the application of these tools may help to optimize the location of the HFRs, identify the gaps in the existing observational programs, justify a drifter observational program, and increase the information content of various passive-tracer observations collected during ship surveys.
APPROACHES
Currently, there exist two well-established techniques for optimizing ONs. Both of them make extensive use of the link between numerical models and observations and may be used in sequence.
First, one would perform OSSEs in order to identify optimal in situ observing site locations, the required measured frequency, and acceptable levels of uncertainty. The conventional idea underlying OSSEs is to simulate "data" using some referenced model solution as a "true nature state," contaminate these data with noise (mimicking observational and modeling errors), and then reconstruct the "true state" from these "data." The schematic of this procedure is shown in Fig. 1 . The OSSE can be used to evaluate the hindcast and forecast model solutions as well. The ancestor of the OSSE approach is a well-known twindata assimilation experiment procedure, which is a basic method of testing data assimilation schemes developed during the last couple of decades.
The application of the OSSEs for planning expensive oceanographic experiments is rare, but does exist. For example, OSSEs were used for estimating errors in the observing network with the goal of quantifying dense water volume formation in the northwestern Mediterranean Sea during 2012 -13 (Waldman et al., 2016) .
Second, one could analyze the dynamically induced correlations between any TQ and observations through ASA (Köhl and Stammer, 2004; Panteleev et al., 2009) . This approach requires the use of tangent linear and adjoint models (Marchuk, 1995; Wunsch, 1996) , which may be problematic for some models and may require timeconsuming development if the models are not already available.
A four-dimensional variational (4D-Var) data assimilation procedure is used to transform an a priori data probability distribution by injecting dynamical information. The 4D-Var DA procedure establishes dynamically constrained correlations between any functions L(y) of the ocean state variables y whose evolution is described by y = Mc, where M is a numerical model operator and c is the control vector containing poorly known model entries, such as initial and boundary conditions. The quality of the model solution y is usually evaluated against observations by means of a quadratic cost function J(y), which has the sense of an argument of the multi-variate Gaussian probability density function P~exp (-J) . The cost function is minimized with respect to c to obtain the "most probable" state of the ocean. As a consequence, a posteriori probability density in the vicinity of the optimal state is also Gaussian, with inverse covariance H = ∂ 2 J/∂c 2 . Under the assumption that variations of the control variables around the optimal state are not too large, the covariance between two quantities q 1 and q 2 , expressed in terms of the control vector c as
Here, superscript T denotes transposition and M, L 1,2 are respectively the model operator and operators relating q 1,2 to the model state y, which are linearized in the vicinity of the optimal solution. Magnitude S of cov(q 1 , q 2 ) may be used to estimate the sensitivity of a target quantity (say, q 2 ) to an observation of q 1 in the presence of other data and dynamical constraints, defined by the structure of H -1 . Following this framework (Baker and Daley, 2000; Cacuci, 2003; Kohl and Stammer, 2004) , one can investigate sensitivity of the optimized "most probable" value of a target quantity q 2 to observations of q 1 by estimating the magnitude of the derivative S = δq 2 /δq 2 . The major difficulty with this technique is the enormous size of H -1 , which makes the direct estimation of S barely feasible for state-of-the art numerical models. For these reasons, sensitivity computations are often made under simplifying assumptions (see Appendix 1). In this paper, we present the results of a sensitivity analysis under the assumption that prior error variances (σ of c) are smaller than the combined observational and representation error variances, and we estimate the values of σ from the statistics of the model/data misfits of the U.S. Navy's Arctic Cap Nowcast/Forecast System (ACNFS) data assimilative model. In addition, we employ a low-order approximation of H -1 in the resulting
1/2 , where R is the error variance in observing q 1 (see Appendix 1). 
OPTIMAL POSITIONING OF HFR
OSSEs and ASA can be used separately or in combination (Panteleev et al., 2015) . The difference between these approaches is that the ASA is usually applied to states that were previously optimized from the available data, whereas the statistical analysis of OSSEs is usually applied to non-optimized model solutions, which may differ significantly from the true state of the ocean. As shown above, the ASA is based on the deterministic relationship between observations and model state, which is the basic advantage of the 4D-Var data assimilation approach based on tangent linear and adjoint modeling.
The technique allows one to analyze the impact of any additional observations on the optimized model state, and then project this to any TQ of interest. These steps are formally described as applications of linear operations on the model state. The reverse algorithm is also possible and usually less expensive.
The key result of an ASA is an adjoint sensitivity map that establishes a formal relationship between the TQ and all elements of the model state. Fig. 2b shows a time-averaged ASA map of the mean Bering Strait transport sensitivity to the surface velocity observations for the case of a slowly varying summer climatological circulation (shown in Fig. 2a ) (Panteleev et al., 2015) . Roughly speaking, Fig. 2b indicates that total transport through the Bering Strait is most strongly correlated with (observed) velocity values in the areas of maximum sensitivity, so that the HFR pair denoted by '45' (Diomede Islands and Wales, Fig. 2c ) best measures the TQs of mass, heat, and salt transport through the strait. An immediate conclusion is that if we have one mooring and want to measure the Bering Strait transport, it should be deployed in the American part of the Strait. Planning the deployment of multiple moorings would require a more complicated analysis taking into account an adaptive sampling strategy (Bishop et al., 2001; Daescu and Navon, 2004) , or conducting multiple OSSEs as in Panteleev et al. (2013a) .
HFRs observe surface velocity along the beams, which project radially outward from the antenna with a radius of about 200 -250 km (see Fig. 2b ). Therefore, it is necessary to account for a more complicated "observational operator" corresponding to the HFR configuration. This operator takes into account the area covered by the HFR observations as well as the spatial orientation of the rays along which the observations occur. Further, the operator should account for the decreasing accuracy of the HFR observations as distance increases from the antenna, since observations near the HFR site are usually more accurate than those farther away. Technical details for the construction of the HFR observation operator and error covariance approximation can be found in Panteleev et al. (2015) .
By applying simple algorithms that take into account the geographical location of different HFRs on the adjoint sensitivity map (see Fig. 2b ), we can easily estimate the reduction of the Bering Strait transport errors using observations from any HFR pair and the efficiency of those pairs. As noted above, Fig. 2c shows that two HFRs located in Diomede and Wales (pair '45'), looking south, will provide the least estimation error of the Bering Strait transport. The other reasonable combinations are HFR installations in Sinuk and Wales (pair '24'), Sinuk and Diomede (pair '25'), and two HFRs in Wales looking to the north and south. Since an installation in Diomede is logistically complicated (Fang et al., 2017) , the HFR configurations at Sinuk-Wales and Wales-Wales are reasonable sub-optimal alternatives to the Diomede-Wales setup. Note, however, that deployment at Wales-Wales may be significantly cheaper.
It is worth noting that the northward-looking Diomede and Wales radar pairs demonstrate a somewhat smaller error reduction compared to a southward-looking configuration. The increased efficiency of the southward-facing HFR is due to the longer residence time of the observed information as it propagates through the computational domain. Similar effects have also been obtained in the efficiency analysis of hydrophysical surveys (Panteleev and Semenov, 1988; Panteleev et al., 2004) .
It is also evident that, compared to the volume transport, the curves for the heat and salt transport error reductions demonstrate higher peaks for the Sinuk-Diomede and Sinuk-Wales pairs (6.3% and 6.1%, respectively). This higher error reduction for the Sinuk-Diomede and SinukWales HFR configuration can be explained by the fact that heat and salt transports from July to September are particularly sensitive to variations in the temperature and salinity fields of the eastern part of the domain, where large riverine inflow of fresh and warm water from Alaska drive strong horizontal gradients.
The financial constraints may be technically incorporated into the algorithm, so in practice the WalesWales pair can be found as a "best" solution when logistical expenses of installation and maintenance are included in the optimization. Simultaneously, considering both financial and scientific (Bering Strait transport) values requires a relative weighting of these factors. This weighting introduces subjectivity into the process, and it is therefore reasonable to avoid the economic aspects when pursuing an objective analysis.
Interestingly, placement of the oppositely directed HFRs at Diomede and Wales (44 and 55 configurations in Fig. 2c ) also results in a fairly good reduction of error (ε = 5% -8%) despite the fact that HFR coverage areas do not intersect for these configurations. The result could be explained by the fact that such configurations cover a much larger area from both sides of the Bering Strait with strong sensitivities (Fig. 2b ) and weakly correlated (independent) observations. Such a choice of observation points is capable of providing a fairly large amount of information on the magnitude and redistribution of the Bering Strait throughflow because the measured radial velocities tend to be aligned in the principal direction of the flow.
The outlined algorithm can be easily extended to optimize installation locations and analyze ON efficiency for more than two HFRs, since formally an unlimited number of HFRs can be included into the observational operator L 1 . This analysis is computationally feasible since the number of possible locations to deploy HFRs is usually limited by the relatively high cost of HFRs (~$500 000) and the limited number of coastal locations that are logistically convenient for an HFR installation.
In addition, we can conduct multiple OSSEs and validate the results inferred from the adjoint sensitivity maps and other byproducts of the ASA technique. To conduct an OSSE, the HFR data was extracted from the referenced (climatological) solution.
The simulated HFR data for a tested pair of locations was assimilated into the Semi Implicit Ocean model using the 4D-Var algorithm . The first-guess solutions started from the geostrophically balanced state corresponding to the July climatology of temperature and salinity. After assimilating the HFR data, transport through the Bering Strait was computed and the root mean square differences between reconstructed and true transport were estimated.
A fairly good agreement exists between the OSSEs and the results of the 487 sensitivity analyses discussed above: the best HFR configurations are for the Diomede-Wales, Sinuk-Wales, and for the oppositely directed antennas on Diomede Island (Table 1 ). The Diomede-Point Hope and Savoonga-Sinuk pairs demonstrate significantly larger discrepancies, with the worst result from the SavoongaGambell pair. Note, however, that the ASA approach needs the analysis of one adjoint sensitivity map (see Fig. 2b ), which can be easily accomplished for any possible HFR configuration, while a very high number of moorings and possible sites for deployment requires running many OSSEs, which can be computationally prohibitive.
OPTIMAL PASSIVE TRACER SURVEY
The ASA technique is a sensitivity analysis, which formally involves computation of the TQs' derivatives (such as the mass, heat, and salt transports above) with respect to observations. This computation requires the differentiability of the observation operator, so the ASA The list of publications relating to optimal hydrographic surveys has a long history (e.g., Panteleev and Semenov, 1988; Beckers and Rixen, 2003) . Here, we present a simple example of how the OSSE technique may help to optimize observations of passive tracers in the Chukchi Sea where intense and variable currents should be taken into account for the planning of surveys. The approach is based on the 4D-Var algorithm applied to an advection-diffusion differential equation, which describes the behavior of biological and hydrochemical content (such as small larvae, fish eggs, phosphates, and silicates) in a known velocity field. The approach was successfully used to reconstruct silicate, phosphate, and nitrate concentrations in the Bering Sea (Panteleev et al., 2013b) .
To illustrate the approach, we utilize phosphate data sets collected in the southern Chukchi Sea during September 1990 (Fig. 3c ) and realistic circulation reconstructed through the 4D-Var data assimilation approach . The phosphate observations were used to create initial conditions for the advective-diffusion equation, and then the temporal evolution of the phosphates in the Chukchi Sea was derived for a period of 7 days. Figure 3a and 3b show phosphate and velocity fields at the beginning and at the end of the investigated period. Note that, under the intensive northward flow, the phosphates were advected almost 100 km northward.
The model solution of the realistic evolution of the phosphates in the Chukchi Sea was used for setting the observing system simulation experiments with the goal of understanding the effect of the regional circulation (advection) and the impact of the proper configuration of the survey on the accuracy of the final results that could be obtained from typical hydrophysical/ecosystem surveys. These issues are important because the hydrophysical and hydrochemical surveys are part of the AIERP plans in the Chukchi Sea (Fig. 4) and these OSSEs could be potentially useful for the optimization of incoming field experiments in the Chukchi Sea.
The mean "true" distribution of the passive tracer during 1 -8 October 1990 is shown in Fig. 3c . A conventional passive tracer survey in the southern Chukchi Sea lasts approximately 7 days, during which hydrophysical and ecosystem (phosphate) tracer observations occur along the ship's path. There are multiple possible sample paths for the survey, a few of which are shown by black traces in Fig. 3d -f . Each path yields a different set of tracer observations since this passive tracer moves with the background velocity field. To analyze the efficiency of different surveys, we sample the "true" passive tracer along the proposed cruise tracks with a relative measurement error of 10%.
Using the 4D-Var data assimilation algorithm applied to the advection-diffusion tracer model, the passive tracer field is reconstructed from observations taken along the two different survey paths. The root-mean-squared (RMS) difference between reconstructed and "true" distributions of the passive tracer is used as a metric to evaluate the efficiency of different surveys. Fig. 3e and f show that the ship's path (which define the survey observational operators) has a strong impact on the tracer field reconstruction, and an appropriate path may decrease the RMS by 50% and thereby reconstruct the tracer more accurately. Fig. 3d shows reconstructions obtained from the same ship paths shown in Fig. 3e using traditional optimal interpolation methods that do not account for the advection of passive tracers. This method is common in the analysis of hydrochemical and biological observations. Comparing Fig. 3d with Fig. 3e shows that use of the non-stationary 4D-Var data assimilation method allows for the reduction of the RMS by 50%. Qualitatively, the results of the 4D-Var method (Fig. 3e, f ) looks more realistic than the results of the optimal interpolation (Fig. 3d) . The 4D-Var method allows for the reconstruction of the position and amplitude of the minimums and two maximums of the phosphate concentration in the location with coordinates 67˚ N, 193˚ E, 67˚ N, 194˚ E and 67.9˚ N, 192˚ E, while optimal interpolation had practically failed in the reconstruction of the maximums and significantly smoothed the observed minimum of the phosphates at 67˚ N, 193˚ E.
The 4D-Var data assimilation approach allows for the reconstruction of the temporal evolution of phosphates (or other passive tracer) and, in the case of two sequential surveys, the 4D-Var data assimilation model can be modified and utilized for estimating the mortality coefficients of any passive tracer. A similar approach was utilized for the estimation of the mortality of fish eggs and small larvae during the field observation at the Nova Scotian shelf (Panteleev at al., 2004) .
EFFICIENT DRIFTER OBSERVATIONAL PROGRAM
The examples presented above demonstrate that knowledge of the circulation is extremely important for the proper processing and analysis of the ecosystem observations and corresponding climate changes, especially in the regions with intensive currents. The velocity observations from moorings proved to be very useful for the reconstruction of the circulation in different regions. The reconstructed 1990 -91 Chukchi Sea (CS) circulation ( Fig. 3a, b (Fig. 3a) ; d) phosphate distributions derived from an idealized survey using a conventional optimal interpolation (OI); e) and f) temporally averaged phosphate distributions derived through 4D-Var data assimilation of the observations derived from two possible surveys. Black × and dots designate the first station and direction of the surveys. The root-mean-squared (RMS) differences between the reconstructed and "true" phosphate distribution are shown.
Presently, operational hindcast of the circulation is usually conducted through the assimilation of velocity observations from HFRs (Yu et al., 2012; Janeković et al., 2013) . HFR observations in Alaska have been conducted since 2010 (Fang et al., 2017) . However, Alaskan HFRs are usually located along the northern Alaskan coast (Wainwright, Barrow, Cape Simpson) and these HFRs do not describe the circulation in the central and southern part of the CS. Due to the remote location and severe winter conditions, HFRs along the Alaskan coast have to be taken down and redeployed every season, which costs approximately $150 000 for a pair of HFRs (Fang et al., 2017 ).
An alternative way to obtain operational velocity observations is through a distributed system of surface drifters. During the last decades, there were two intensive drifter observational programs in the Chukchi Sea. The first program included 39 surface drifters released in six clusters uniformly distributed along the Siberian coast in 1995. The analysis of these drifters shows that after 3 -4 weeks, the drifters were uniformly spread in the East Siberian and Chukchi Seas, providing operational velocity and sea surface temperature data (Münchow et al., 1999) .
Theoretically, this information could be used for the reconstruction of the circulation in the same way as the reconstruction and analysis of the Bering Sea circulation . It is important to note that an approximate drifter price is $2500 -$3000 (e.g., MetOcean), so 39 drifters would cost about $100 000 -$120 000. The additional cost of the ship time (RV Alpha Helix) needed to deliver the drifters to the East Siberian Sea had significantly increased the cost of the East Siberian Sea -Chukchi Sea drifter program in 1995.
In comparison with the drifter program in the East Siberian Sea, the drifter observations in the CS have several important advantages. First, the circulation in the CS has a persistent northward flow due to the difference in the sea surface height between the Arctic and Pacific Oceans (Coachman et al., 1975; Proshutinsky, 1986; Spaulding et al., 1987) . Thus, drifters released in the southern part of the CS (e.g., in the Bering Strait) will gradually drift northward, providing velocity and temperature observations every 3 -6 hours. In two months, some of the drifters will reach 72˚ N (Panteleev et al., 2010) . Thus, if we gradually release drifters into the Bering Strait and (for example) near Point Hope every 7 -10 days, in 1 -1.5 months we may expect that our drifters will be more or less uniformly distributed along the two major pathways of the Pacific Water towards the Herald and Barrow Canyons (Fig. 5) . Assimilation of the drifter velocity observations will allow for the reconstruction of the circulation of the entire CS.
Second, during the ice-free period, every 7 -10 days a ship loaded by zinc ore leaves Red Dog Port headed towards the Bering Strait. These ships of opportunity allow for easy and free drifter deployment along the ship's routes; in particular, near the Bering Strait and Point Hope (Fig. 5) .
Third, the Chukchi Sea is much deeper than the East Siberian Sea, which helps to avoid the grounding of drifters near the coast and the loss of drifter observations. Potentially, these advantages make the drifter observations very efficient and relatively inexpensive tools for the operational hindcast and forecast of the circulation in the CS during the ice-free period. Note that during the last decade, the ice-free period in the Chukchi Sea increased significantly, making drifter observations more attractive. To justify the potential attractiveness and efficiency of drifter observations in the Chukchi Sea, we conducted several OSSEs (discussed below).
As a model run mimicking a "true ocean" state, we utilized the realistic circulation from 15 July to 15 September 1991 derived through the assimilation of velocity, temperature, and salinity observations from 11 moorings . In the first OSSE, we mimicked drifter observations from 14 drifters gradually "released" into the water every nine days in the areas shown in Fig. 5 by yellow rectangles: one drifter in the Bering Strait and one near Red Dog Port. In the second and third OSSE, radial velocities from two HFRs deployed in Diomede-Wales (both looking northward) and Wales (looking northward)-Point Hope (looking southward) were assimilated. Climatological distribution of the temperature/ salinity with a zero-velocity field was used as a first guess.
The velocity map for the 51st day of the OSSEs and true solution, as well as relative errors of the reconstructions, are shown in Fig. 6 . The most interesting result is that the "accumulated" drifter observations allow for a more accurate reconstruction of the circulation, with an error almost 1.5 times smaller than the reconstruction of the circulation with HFRs deployed in Diomede and Wales.
Note that four drifters drifted northwestward. We suggest that the effect of these four drifters resulted in a more realistic reconstruction of the circulation in the western Chukchi Sea, and especially in Long Strait and near the eastern flank of Wrangel Island. In particular, the small velocity of the drifter at 69˚ N, 186˚ E does not suggest intensive flow towards Long Strait. This information is missing in the HFR observations due to the limited (200 km) range. As a result, the model solution in the western part of the CS is not constrained by the HFR observations.
The assimilation of drifter observations outperforms the assimilation of the HFRs only after ~1 -1.5 months, after first release of the two drifters in the Bering Strait and near Red Dog Port. During this period, 8 -12 drifters became more or less uniformly distributed in the southern and central CS and the informational content of the drifter observations became more efficient than the observations from HFRs. In practice, this problem can be partly resolved by the additional deployment of drifters in the central part of the CS. OSSEs also show that after 2 -3 weeks some of the drifters move to the northern CS, which significantly increases the quality of the reconstruction of the entire CS.
To analyze the possible impact of different HFR configurations and the additional HFR observations, we conducted three additional OSSEs: (1) two HFRs located in Wales (looking northward) and Point Hope (looking southward); (2) three HFRs in Wales, Point Hope, and Point Lay; and (3) four HFRs in Wales, Point Hope, Point Lay, and Wainwright. The areas covered by utilized HFRs, the reconstructed circulation on the 51st day of each OSSE, and corresponding errors of the reconstruction are shown in Fig. 6b -f .
The result of these OSSEs is rather interesting. According to Figure 6a and 6b, the HFR configuration of Wales (looking northward)-Point Hope (looking southward) allows for a more accurate reconstruction of the circulation than the observations from Diomede-Wales (both looking northward) HFRs. This result is similar to that of the OSSE with two HFRs installed on Diomede Island. Thus, the configuration of the HFRs without the intersection of the coverage areas could be, in some regions, rather efficient for the accurate reconstruction of the circulation. Remarkably, the assimilation of the observations from three and four HFRs also does not allow for the accurate reconstruction of the circulation in the western part of the CS. All reconstructed HFR circulations ( Fig. 6c and d) clearly indicate a strong northwestward current, which does not exist in the "true" circulation (Fig. 6a) . This difference is due to the limited range of the HFR, which provides velocity observations only up to 200 km from the Alaskan coast.
The demonstrated OSSEs show that the preliminary analysis of the planned observational system may significantly improve the efficiency of the collected observations. The result of the OSSEs significantly depends on the regional circulation pattern and, in any particular case, should be validated through the OSSE or ASA approaches. Note also that in the OSSEs discussed above, we neglected the drifter temperature observations. The additional temperature/salinity information from the drifters, shipborne CTDs, and radial velocities from HFRs along the northern Alaskan coast will increase the accuracy of the reconstructed circulation.
The OSSEs shown in Fig. 6 were conducted for a period of two months. The drifter observational program for an entire ice-free period (4 -5 months) will need approximately 30 drifters. The annual drifter program of 30 drifters costs only $70 000, which is a much smaller amount than the $150 000 required for supporting a pair of HFRs during the summer season in Alaska (Fang et al., 2017) . Thus, the conducted OSSEs clearly show the feasibility and efficiency of the regional Chukchi Sea observational system based on drifters. It is important, however, that the process of drifter release should be operationally controlled by OSSEs based on a regional data assimilation system. The "uncontrollable" release of drifters during one expedition, which is actually a typical practice, will not allow for an accurate reconstruction of the circulation during a relatively long period of time (1.5 -4 months) since the drifters will gradually move northward and the collected information will be insufficient to monitor the circulation in the southern part of the Chukchi Sea.
CONCLUSIONS
The ASA and OSSE algorithms have been successfully used by agencies such as the National Aeronautics and Space Administration, the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, Meteo France, and the Met Office in the United Kingdom for the planning and testing of new observational systems in atmospheric science. Recently, the OSSEs were also applied for estimating errors of the observing network in the northwestern Mediterranean Sea (Waldman et al., 2016) .
Obviously, both of these approaches have a strong potential for optimizing the existing and incoming observational programs in the Arctic Ocean and should be adopted for the planning and post-processing of the collected observations. Application of these approaches will allow significant savings of limited financial resources and ship time and will maximize the informational content of collected in situ observations. Currently, these approaches can be easily applied for such planning using the existing (previously reconstructed climatological or seasonal) circulations. Both algorithms can be also routinely incorporated into a web server and become available for practically any qualified user. There is also a straightforward opportunity to develop a similar web server for optimizing passive tracer surveys. However, these optimization systems and web servers will be designed for optimization with respect to previously known (e.g., climatological) regional circulations. It is reasonable to use climate circulation for the planning of long-term observation programs (such as mooring deployment and HFR installation sites), but a practical survey optimization system would require an operational circulation model.
Our analysis of the circulation from the Arctic Cap Nowcast/Forecast System developed in the Naval Research Laboratory (Posey et al., 2010) shows that the system provides accurate estimates of the circulation in the southern Chukchi Sea. In particular, the Bering Strait transport from ACNFS has a 0.92 correlation with observed volume transport (Fig. 7) . The Bering Strait throughflow is the dominant forcing control of the southern Chukchi Sea, and therefore the ACNFS velocity field can be recommended as a first-guess state for various data assimilation algorithms, including the ones described above. Thus, access to the operational output from the ACNFS would facilitate the development of online tools for operational survey optimization in the Chukchi Sea via OSSE and for post-processing of these observations using the advection-diffusion approach.
APPENDIX 1
Let y o provide a minimum to the quadratic cost function J, and dy be small deviations from y o . Then a variation dJ of J from its value at the minimum is
where B -1 is a non-negative definite matrix, interpreted as the inverse error covariance matrix in the space of model trajectories. Assume that n additional observations d of the state vector y are made such that d = L 1 y + e, where e is the observational noise with (diagonal) covariance R, and L 1 is the linear operator mapping the state to observations. Given these new data, the variation of the cost function (A1) should be augmented with the additional term . Since both terms on the righthand side of (A3) are nonnegative definite, adding new observations always reduces the overall error variance described by the trace of B d .
In oceanographic practice, observational arrays are often specifically designed for monitoring physically important (target) quantities q, such as mass, heat or freshwater transports through certain sections. Assuming that q is linearly related to the ocean state y, via the relationship q = L 2 y we can deduce that with additional observations described by the operator L 1 the total error variance of the target quantity B q = L 2 B L 2 T is reduced by
where
is the sensitivity matrix of q = L 2 y with respect to observations described by L 1 (e.g., Kohl and Stammer, 2004) . Equation (A5) is similar to the expression for the "observation sensitivity" S o formulated in (Baker and Daley, 2000) in terms of the Kalman gain matrix K = BL 1 T R B -1 as S o = (L 2 K) T . When both the new data and the target quantity are scalars, L 1,2 are the row vectors, and sensitivity matrix S is a scalar depending on the prior covariance cov(q 1 ,q 2 ) = L 1 BL 2 T . Nevertheless, even in this simple case, the computation of the sensitivity is computationally demanding, mostly because of the huge size of B. Furthermore, computing the action of B on a column vector L 2 T in (A5) is not straightforward because the cost function (A1) is formulated in terms of the sparse rank-deficient matrix B -1 . This action may be calculated by inverting B -1 in the subspace spanned by the variations of the control variables used in the optimization process. Using H c -1 to denote this inverse, the sensitivity matrix takes the form
The reduced-space Hessian inverse H c -1 has a significantly smaller dimension than B and was approximated by the low-rank error covariance matrix retrieved from the data assimilative run of the ACNFS. The matrix M is implicitly given by the OGCM code, linearized in the vicinity of the optimal model trajectory y o , while the code for computing the action of M T on a state vector is available in the form of the adjoint model. In obtaining the results discussed in "Optimal Positioning of HFR," we found that observation errors R of surface velocities (5 -8 cm/s) by HFRs were significantly larger than the respective diagonal elements of L 1 BL 1 T and neglected them in computing the respective sensitivities by setting R B = R. (cf. eqns. A5 and A6).
